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Abstract

This paper compares the speaking scores generated by two online systems that are designed to automatically grade student speech and provide personalized speaking feedback in an EFL context. The first system, Speech Assessment for Moodle (SAM), is an open-source solution developed by the author that makes use of Google’s speech recognition engine to transcribe speech into text which is then automatically scored using a phoneme-based algorithm. **SAM** is designed as a custom quiz type for Moodle, a widely adopted open-source course management system. The second auto-scoring system, EnglishCentral, is a popular proprietary language learning solution which utilizes a trained intelligibility model to automatically score speech. Results of this study indicated a positive correlation between the speaking scores generated by both systems, meaning students who scored higher on the **SAM** speaking tasks also tended to score higher on the **EnglishCentral** speaking tasks and vice versa. In addition to comparing the scores generated from these two systems against each other, students’ computer-scored speaking scores were compared to human-generated scores from small-group face-to-face speaking tasks. The results indicated that students who received higher scores with the online computer-graded speaking tasks tended to score higher on the human-graded small-group speaking tasks and vice versa.
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The increasing importance of speaking skills in Japan

Faced with a lack of authentic speaking opportunities and limited time allotted for English instruction in elementary school, Japanese students often struggle to make sufficient improvements with their speaking abilities. (Aoki, 2017). To overcome these challenges, the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) has been planning substantive reforms to English education from the elementary to the higher secondary school levels, specifically with an aim to improve English speaking skills (Nemoto, 2018). In addition to the MEXT educational reforms, the National Center for University Entrance Examinations is planning to recognize a number of standardized tests
such as Cambridge CAE, TOEFL, TOEIC, GTEC, TEAP, and IELTS as part of the new university admission exam system. In response to these changes, standardized test developers are striving to find more efficient methods to evaluate speaking abilities in a computer testing environment (Ockey, 2017; Saito, 2019). Student preparedness for these speaking exams is also essential. To better prepare students for MEXT’s English language reforms and for the entrance exam speaking component, creative solutions need to be explored that can help to maximize speaking opportunities for language learners. As computerized testing environments become more common (Matthews et al., 2012; Ramesh & Sanampudi, 2022), learners will need to become familiar with the types of speaking tasks that they will encounter on the latest speaking exams in order to feel more relaxed when speaking during the actual test. Students also need to be exposed to extensive speaking tasks to improve their speaking fluency. In Japan, L2 speaking and communication skills are typically acquired in the language classroom and evaluated using standardized language tests. Speaking and communication skills are becoming increasingly more important for employers. Companies have expressed concerns that current language learning proficiency tests available on the market may not be the best indicators of English fluently levels (Murai, 2016). As companies demand better measures of speaking competencies, standardized language test companies are beginning to add speaking assessment components, which can be scored entirely by a computer or using a hybrid approach where speaking skills are assessed using humans and computers to rate the speech.

While there is a growing number of computer-scored speaking platforms available for language learning, there are few studies that evaluate the validity of the scoring methods, particularly with open-source speech assessment solutions. Open-source computer-scored speaking applications, such as SAM, could be a viable, inexpensive and flexible solution to provide extensive speaking opportunities in EFL environments and offer opportunities to better prepare students for computer-based speaking tests. In addition, open-source solutions typically support customization of the learning content, which may help to better align the speaking tasks to the curriculum goals.

**Literature Review**

**CALL-based speaking tasks**

Because of limited opportunities to practice speaking, the use of computer assisted language learning (CALL) together with automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology may provide learners with additional extensive speaking opportunities to help improve English communication skills. A number of proprietary speech evaluation systems have been reviewed, but little research exists on open-source speech recognition solutions for language learning. To better evaluate how cost-effective speech recognition solutions can foster speaking skills, two online speaking platforms were evaluated that are designed to automatically score student speech and provide individualized speaking feedback. The first system, an open-source speech assessment plugin for Moodle (SAM), employs Google’s speech recognition engine to transcribe student speech into text which is then automatically scored. The second system, EnglishCentral, is a proprietary language learning platform that, like SAM, has the ability to automatically generate speaking scores from student speech. But unlike SAM, which uses speech recognition to generate text that is then scored, EnglishCentral relies on a proprietary algorithm to score speech based on a statistically trained model that estimates the intelligibility of speech (Lanting, 2015).
Speech recognition technology

Speech recognition technology consists of software that detects the words and phrases in spoken language and converts the speech to a text format. Earlier speech recognition systems, developed by Bell Labs in the 1950’s, were used to transcribe spoken numbers, for example voice to digits, rather than voice to text. Later IBM improved speech recognition capabilities to better recognize and respond to a limited set of spoken words. In the 1970’s the US Department of Defense made further advances and was able to develop a system that was able to recognize over 1,000 words (Boyd, 2018). Over the past 10 years we have seen the major technology corporations introduce a speech engine- Apple Siri, Microsoft Cortana, Amazon Alexa, and Google Cloud Speech (Pinola, 2011). Advances in computing power and artificial intelligence have been the main drive behind the recent advances in speech technology, with Google claiming to have achieved over 95% accuracy in recognizing speech.

With the accuracy of ASR now equal to human accuracy, speech recognition technology is being rapidly deployed in a number of industries such healthcare, consumer, military, legal, education, automotive, banking, financial services, and insurance, and government. The speech and voice recognition market is expected to be worth over 26 billion USD by 2025 (Arora, 2020; Millward, 2020).

The applications of speech recognition in language learning

A review of previous studies shows that speech recognition is one of the most commonly used computer recognition technologies (Shadiev, et al., 2020). Speech recognition is increasingly being adopted when developing online language learning applications, and past research demonstrates that that speech recognition can have a positive impact on student learning (Shadiev, et al., 2014). Automatic speech recognition first appeared in computer assisted pronunciation training systems to assess phonetic segments such as vowel metrics, phonetic vowel reduction and sentence boundary detection, as well as prosodic features including stress, rhythm, and intonation. While these systems have potential to provide constructive feedback on language learners’ pronunciation errors, challenges remain in providing feedback not only on pronunciation but also on grammar and word usage (Chen & Li, 2016). Research on ASR and pronunciation training systems suggest that vowel quality and stress reduction can be easier to assess, whereas intonation and rhythm assessment can become more complicated. (Graham et al., 2015). In addition to being a pronunciation aid tool, ASR is utilized in popular online language learning platforms such as Rosetta Stone, Babbel, EnglishCentral and Rocket Languages. ASR-enhanced speaking tasks can offer immediate and individualized feedback on speaking and pronunciation skills, providing language learners with immersive self-study speaking opportunities. These tools can be especially useful in EFL environments where access to the target language is limited. (McCrocklin, 2016). A number of studies have indicated that ASR technology together with language learning content can be effective in improving speaking skills and pronunciation (Huang et al., 2016; Shadiev et al., 2018).

Speech recognition and Language testing

In addition to autonomous learning advantages, speech recognition technology may prove useful when developing low-stakes speaking tests. The Educational Testing Service (ETS) developed an automated scoring system based on their SpeechRater system that identified and filtered problematic responses that could be human-scored, while the un-problematic responses were auto-scored. Using this method, an improved correlation was obtained between the automated scores and the human scores (Zechner et al., 2015). Wang et al.
(2018) evaluated ETS’ SpeechRater system and found that automated scoring of speech by the SpeechRater computer system was more consistent than human scoring. The study also reported that computer generated speaking scores can be useful to identify overly strict or overly lenient human raters. Additional validity studies have shown that scores from computer-scored speaking tests were able to accurately predict scores from oral proficiency interviews (Bernstein et al., 2010). Automated scoring of speech is still in the development stage, and presently may be most useful in low-stakes testing environments using close-ended or predictable speaking tasks such as read-aloud and sentence completion tasks (Isaacs, 2018) which are described in more detail in the following section.

Computer-scored speaking task types

Computerized-scoring of speaking skills often involves highly constrained speaking tasks with a limited set of possible correct responses. Table 1 outlines typical speaking task types that can be automatically scored by computers.

Table 1: Computer-scored speaking task types and description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task type</th>
<th>Task description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shadowing (initiative)</td>
<td>Learner listens to and repeats, or reads aloud the target language, and then speaks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak correct answer</td>
<td>Learner listens or reads a prompt and speaks the correct answer from a list of possible choices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speak correct order</td>
<td>Learner listens to or reads a series of words or phrases that are not in the correct order and then speaks the phrases in the correct order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retell a story</td>
<td>Learner listen to a short story and then retells the story using vocabulary from the original story.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free speaking activities (extensive)</td>
<td>Student speaks freely about a topic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASR and spontaneous speech

As speech recognition technology advances, it will gradually become a more reliable tool for scoring spontaneous speech. ETS is currently experimenting with the scoring of spontaneous speech in their TOEFL iBT Speaking section (Zechner, 2019). ASR-aided spoken dialogue systems are another promising interface that can provide more realistic and engaging language learning experiences by allowing students to hold spoken conversations with a computer in the target language (Litman et al., 2018). Another study, which employed both computers and humans to score a simulated job interview conversational task, indicated that computer-generated speaking scores could accurately predict human scores of the same speech task. (Ramanarayanan et al., 2017). Personal robots, such as Amazon Echo and Google Home are also making their debut into language classrooms providing additional opportunities for speaking practice (Moussalli & Cardoso, 2016)

Open-source speech assessment - SAM

Moodle is one of the most popular open-source learning management systems worldwide and is typically used as a platform for distributing educational content and deploying online practice activities (Young, 2018). Perhaps its most distinctive advantage is that it is open-source, allowing educators and developers to add tailored plugins that can expand
functionality to better meet learners’ needs. In addition to plugin flexibility, the activity content is generated by the instructor. Because of Moodle’s ability to allow educators to customize both content and activity types, it was chosen as a platform for the development of an open-source speech plugin named Speech Assessment for Moodle, or SAM.

SAM was designed as an open-source module that can be administered within an institution’s existing Moodle course management system. The SAM quiz-type plugin is intended to assist EFL learners with their speaking skills and to better prepare learners for the speaking component of the next-generation of entrance exams in Japan which include a speaking component. SAM has the ability to provide extensive online speaking opportunities for language learners to complement in-class face-to-face speaking tasks. SAM allows educators to easily create customized speaking tasks that can supplement current course content, that can be automatically graded, and that offer individualized speaking feedback to the learner. SAM incorporates a phoneme-sequence matching algorithm to improve scoring accuracy by assigning points for each correctly spoken phoneme in a string of words. The phoneme-sequence check is able to provide more detailed feedback to the learner on specific words or phrases that the speaker may have difficulty speaking.

**Proprietary speech assessment – English Central**

*EnglishCentral* is a popular proprietary English language learning platform used primarily in Asia. It is based on a self-learning concept where learners select their own study content based on their proficiency levels and interests. The platform steps learners through three core tasks where they listen to video content, select and study vocabulary items from the video content and finally speak chosen lines from the video content. *EnglishCentral*’s key feature is its ability to automatically score student speech and provide personalized speech feedback to the learner. Studies (Dixon, 2015; Robb, 2016) have suggested that *EnglishCentral* can be an effective tool to improve speaking skills as it is able to provide greater opportunities for language practice than a traditional teacher-centered language instruction.

*EnglishCentral* uses a proprietary system called *Intellispeech* to evaluate a speaker’s accent and then scores the ‘sound’ of the learner’s speech by comparing it with speech samples gathered from native speakers. The *EnglishCentral* system also checks for fluency by determining the number and the length of pauses. Finally, it checks whether the learner spoke all of the words that were expected.

**Key research questions**

The purpose of this research is to advance the development of open-source automatic speech recognition and evaluation platforms in order to efficiently and reliably evaluate speaking abilities. In order to investigate how ASR along with the automatic grading and feedback of speech can be best implemented to improve oral production skills, the following research questions are investigated.

A. To what extent do the speaking scores of shadowing tasks that were derived from SAM correlate with the speaking scores of the same shadowing tasks within *EnglishCentral* in an EFL context?

B. To what extent do computer-graded speaking task scores correlate with human-graded speaking task scores in an EFL context?
Methodology

Participants

20 Japanese undergraduate engineering students participated in the study—8 female and 12 male students. Participants were in their third and fourth year of undergraduate study, and were all enrolled in an English language elective course. The speaking activities used in this study were designed to be integrated into the course content and were requirements for the final course evaluation, therefore participants were encouraged to complete all of the speaking activities to the best of their abilities to receive credit for the course. The participants’ TOEIC scores ranged from 450 to 550 and participants had lower-intermediate speaking skills. Most never studied abroad and had limited L2 speaking experiences both inside and outside of the classroom.

Design & procedure

The focus of the speaking and communication elective course was to actively engage students in various communicative activities, typically in groups of 3 or 4. For the course evaluation, students completed two types of speaking activities. The first activity, which was the main activity of the course, involved 4 small-group mini-presentations and weekly discussion sessions on topics chosen by the learners. In addition to the group speaking tasks, students were asked to complete online speaking tasks which were automatically scored. These online tasks involved watching a video based on a technology topic and speaking or ‘shadowing’ 5 to 10 lines, or sentences, of the video. Each spoken line was automatically scored by the computer. The students completed the identical ‘shadowing’ tasks using two different systems. Figure 1 shows the open-source SAM speaking task and Figure 2 shows the proprietary EnglishCentral speaking task. While additional speaking tasks could have been investigated in this study, the shadowing activity was chosen as it was the central speaking task within the EnglishCentral system and therefore identical speaking tasks could be compared between the open-source and the propriety systems. With the shadowing tasks, the students would listen and read one line of the video and then speak the line. Shadowing tasks have been found to be associated with effective listening comprehension and fluency skills (Hamada, 2019).

Figure 1. SAM speaking task
The participants’ speech for the SAM auto-graded speaking tasks was transcribed using Google’s Web Speech API and scored using SAM’s custom phoneme scoring algorithm. Although Google’s Web Speech API is not specifically trained to transcribe speech from non-native speakers of English, it was found to be accurate when used with EFL learners (Ashwell & Elam, 2017), and has effectively been used to support online speaking practice in the language classroom (Daniels & Iwago, 2017). SAM’s speaking task scoring algorithm uses Google’s text transcription to first break down the speech into individual words as well as their ARPABET phonetic equivalents, which are then compared to target phonetic equivalents based on the speech task. A score is then calculated using a percentage match between the phonemes from the students’ transcription and the phonemes from the target text.

All participants completed the identical online speaking tasks using both EnglishCentral and SAM. Participants completed the online speaking tasks a total of 4 times, and each online speaking task took 30 minutes on average to complete. EnglishCentral’s computerized scoring algorithm is somewhat different from SAM’s scoring algorithm. EnglishCentral employs a statistically trained intelligibility model (Gokgoz-Kurt, 2017), rather than transcribing the speech, which is the method employed by SAM. The EnglishCentral scores are based on a phonetic match of the ‘sounds’ of the speech, whereas SAM’s scores are based on a ‘text’ match of the transcribed speech and target text.

In addition to the online speaking tasks, all participants took part in 4 small-group speaking tasks during the semester, in which each participant was instructed to speak for approximately three minutes on a prepared topic. Each of the 4 small-group speaking tasks lasted 30 minutes. The first speaking task topic focused on ‘summer breaks’, the second task involved ‘explaining a process’, and the third task was a ‘cause & effect’ topic. All three speaking tasks were both peer-scored and instructor-scored using a scoring rubric shown in Table 2, which was created by the course instructor. The in-class speaking tasks were not intended to replicate the shadowing tasks, but rather to identify if any relationships exist between computer-scored shadowing tasks and teacher-scored live speaking tasks. Although, both the shadowing tasks and small group discussions focused on improving student’s oral fluency skills via extensive speaking tasks, rather than a focus on vocabulary and grammar use. The main reason for this approach is that Japanese junior and senior high school English language programs typically focus on grammar and vocabulary skills, and therefore this undergraduate course was primarily centered on improving speaking fluency.
Table 2. Scoring rubric for small-group speaking tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eye contact</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Speaking</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>English only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Looked at &amp; communicated with classmates when speaking.</td>
<td>- Was excited about topic and motivated audience.</td>
<td>- Spoke clearly and at a speed that was easy to understand.</td>
<td>- Gave enough information about topic.</td>
<td>- Used only English when speaking.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4: Very good, 3: Good, 2: So-so, 1: Need more effort

Results

Descriptive Statistics

To determine whether the speaking scores of shadowing tasks derived from SAM correlate with the speaking scores of the same shadowing tasks within EnglishCentral, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient test was used to observe any linear relationship between the two variables. For the Pearson Correlation Coefficient test, variables should be normally distributed, or form a bell curve. To check for a normal distribution, or normality, of the scores derived from EnglishCentral and SAM, Kurtosis and Skewness values, shown in Table 3, were generated. Both values fell between -2 and 2, which are acceptable. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient test also assumes that the variables have equal variances. Levene's test for equality of variance was used to determine whether the scores from the auto-scored speaking tasks have equal variances. The requirement of homogeneity, an assumption underlying both t tests and F tests, was met with a non-significant result of (p=0.17) between the auto-scored speaking scores obtained from SAM and from EnglishCentral. The f-ratio value was 1.99, and the p-value was 0.17, therefore the result is not significant at p < .05.

With the small-group speaking tasks, which were human-scored, the Skewness was acceptable at 1.7, but the Kurtosis value was 4.9 indicating that the scores were not normally distributed. In addition, when examining equality of variance between the SAM scores and small-group speaking scores, the requirement of homogeneity was not met, as the obtained p-value was 0.000438.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the independent variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EnglishCentral speaking scores</th>
<th>SAM speaking scores</th>
<th>Small-group speaking scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>56.99</td>
<td>48.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>13.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>68.00</td>
<td>54.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical data of SAM and EnglishCentral

To address the first research question, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient test was used to determine if the scores from an open-source auto-graded speaking task, correlate with computer-generated scores from an identical task using EnglishCentral. The results in Figure 3 indicate a moderate positive correlation (The P-Value was 0.004 and the value of
R, or the coefficient of determination, was 0.43) suggesting that there was a tendency that students who scored high with SAM also scored high with EnglishCentral, and vice versa.

![Figure 3. Correlation between SAM & EnglishCentral speaking task scores](image)

**Auto-graded and human-scored speaking task scores**

The second research question investigates the relationship between the computer-scored and the human-scored speaking tasks. Again the Pearson Correlation Coefficient test was adopted and the results shown in Figure 4 indicated a moderate positive correlation between the two variables (The P-Value is .033, The value of R is 0.52), suggesting that students who scored high on the auto-graded speaking tasks with SAM also scored high on the human-scored small-group speaking tasks, and vice versa. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient test, used to compare auto-scored grades and live speaking task scores, assumes normality of data and equal variance among other factors. The normality values of the SAM and small-group speaking scores were acceptable as they fell between -2 and 2, although the equal variance value of the live speaking task scores was not acceptable. The human-scored speaking task scores ranged from 80% to 95%, with very little variance. On the other hand, the computer generated scores generated from SAM had a much greater range from 28.7% to 83.4%.
Figure 4. Correlation between SAM scores & small-group speaking task scores

Discussion

From the data obtained from this study, the most significant result was the positive relationship between the speaking scores generated by English Central and SAM - the two auto-scoring speech systems that were being compared in this study. The validity of the speaking scores between the systems which employ different scoring algorithms was confirmed. These findings suggest that an open source auto-scoring system can be deployed inexpensively, which can automatically generate speaking scores that are consistent with speaking scores generated from a proprietary language learning system that has been previously tested and confirmed to have improved students speaking proficiency (Kimura, 2013; Dixon, 2015; Robb, 2016). Along with the cost-saving benefits, the open source SAM system, allows the language teacher to add customized content that can be tailored to suit the individual goals of a particular language learning curriculum or learner group, whereas with the proprietary system, the content already exists and cannot be easily modified or added to by the language teacher. The key takeaway of this study is that with the recent improvements of web-based speech recognition, it is becoming easier and less expensive to deploy speech recognition that can support a variety of speaking tasks in the language classroom.

The second part of this study examined the correlation between the computer-generated scores and the human-generated scores for the speaking tasks. Again, for this part of the study, possible relationships were examined between the computer-score speaking tasks and human-rated speaking tasks, although the two tasks were not similar. The computer-scored speaking tasks were closed-ended shadowing tasks, while the human-scored activities were open-ended semi-prepared speaking tasks. A positive relationship emerged between the auto-scored SAM tasks and human-scored tasks, but these findings were not considered significant as the equal variance criteria of the live speaking task scores was not met. This could be due to the narrow bands of the scoring rubric (1, 2, 3, or 4) which may have contributed to the small spread in scores from the live speaking tasks. These results may also suggest that the computer-generated scores may be more reliable than the human-generated scores for certain types of speech tasks as computers leave less room for bias in the grading process compared to humans. Therefore, by implementing computer scoring systems, such as SAM, biased human raters may be more easily identified. In addition, based on the findings of this study, language instructors in an EFL setting may want to consider employing computer-scored speaking activities that reinforce course content and provide
additional speaking practice outside of the classroom. Computer-based speaking tasks should also be considered for learners who need additional practice for standardized speaking assessment tests that have an online speaking component. Finally, it would be worth investigating the differences and correlations between speaking scores produced by human raters and by computers for a parallel speaking task.

Limitations

Extraneous variables may have influenced the results of this study, for example, issues with background noise when completing the computer-graded speaking tasks, audio recording quality, and network robustness. In addition, the study did not employ the same type of language tasks when comparing the closed-ended SAM task scores and open-ended classroom speaking task scores. It cannot be assumed that close-ended speaking task scores accurately predict students’ abilities when completing open-ended speaking tasks. Finally, this study on computer-scored speaking tasks employed a small sample size, therefore the results of this study cannot be generalized to a wider population.

Conclusion

From a review of recent literature on computer-scored speaking assessment, and from the results of this study, educators can better understand how speech recognition can potentially be adopted as a viable self-study tool for general speaking practice as well as for speaking test practice. Systems for auto-scoring speech remain in their infancy but initial data from this study and from other studies suggest that these systems can be used in conjunction with live-speaking tasks for language practice and for low-stakes speaking evaluations. With the ability to provide immediate feedback and recommend areas for improvement to the learner, these systems have the potential to increase speaking opportunities for EFL learners.
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